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The TEN-T context
• Since 2013, a new EU policy for 

transport infrastructure development 
for a trans-European network

• The Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)

• Definition of a dual layer network 
approach (comprehensive and core 
network) and priorities 

• Identification of nodes as skeleton of 
the network

• Identification of 88 main nodes of the 
core network based on statistics

• 9 core network corridors and 
European coordinators for governance 
and implementation of the policy
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The TEN-T context for 88 urban nodes
• Interconnections between the 

transport modes of the TEN-T for 
passengers' and freight traffic.

• Closing gaps, in urban areas, within 
modes (TEN-T railway stations, 
airports, ports)

• Ensuring seamless connections 
between TEN-T infrastructure and 
infrastructure for regional and local 
traffic (passengers & urban freight)

• Relieving the negative effects of 
transit traffic on urban areas
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What is the issue from the nodal perspective?

• How to align TEN-T policy as a large scale 
infrastructure programme and urban policy 
addressing multiple objectives (e.g. accessibility, 
safety, low emissions, quality of life)?

• Where to invest and how to assess the benefits of 
an urban transport projects for its nodal function 
and contribution to local objectives? 

• How to deal with the multitude and integration 
needs of stakeholders and interests?

• How to participate in the dialogue of corridor 
development and works plans?
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Objectives and outputs

1. To identify cost-effective measures to 
improve the efficiency of the transport 
system in urban nodes of the TEN-T core 
network through a tailored-made 
assessment methodology.

2. To draft recommendations for urban nodes 
on how to further improve the efficiency of 
transport in urban nodes.

3. To replicate the most effective measures in 
other urban nodes through exchange and 
knowledge transfer.

Study for DG MOVE , Directorate C – Innovative & sustainable 
mobility (2015/2016): Improving the efficiency of the transport 
system in urban nodes of the TEN-T core network
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Collaboration with 4 pilot nodes
of the core network

• Analysing the role in the TEN-T and 
transport movements in four urban nodes

• Identification of local objectives and 
important transport policies, measure and 
projects

• Exchange about planning practices, 
integration of regional and national 
stakeholders  and how to set priorities

• Data collection (real and/or provisional) 
for the assessment of selected transport 
projects

• Test of the efficiency of projects using a 
methodology combining elements of CBA 
and MCA

Genoa

Helsinki

Rotterdam

Ljubljana
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1. What are cost-efficient measures which contribute
to the nodal function?

2. What methodologies should be used to identify
and prioritise measures?

3. What policy framework is needed to support
urban nodes in developing their nodal function
across Europe?

Guiding questions
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Our four selected urban nodes, i.e. all 88 urban nodes differ in
regard of geography, demography, governance, planning cultures,
traditions, network characteristics etc.

 Urban nodes are very different and are complex systems.

 Therefore, there is no one-size-fits-all solution.

 Urban nodes need to develop localised strategies and policies.

 Local transport is a local and regional policy (influenced by the
national level).

 In the TEN-T core network, measures identification, selection & 
prioritisation is traditionally a top-down process coming mostly
from the EU/Member State level. 

Key findings: localised strategies 
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Each one of the four pilot urban nodes is considering a great collection of
potentially effective measures.

 Cost-efficiency is only one important selection criterion among 
other objectives.

 Urban nodes have a multitude of objectives (accessibility, quality of 
life, safety, land use etc.).

 Urban nodes look at measures from the city perspective rather than 
from the TEN-T perspective.

 On the local level, packages i.e. the combination of different 
measures in order to reach high level local objectives are considered 
important instead of single measures.

Key findings: effective measures
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Urban nodes are becoming more and more aware of their TEN-T
function.

Packages of measures take into account TEN-T corridor planning e.g. 
through:

 inter-modal hubs connecting TEN-T elements (main railway  
stations, ports, airports) among themselves, to the urban 
transport system, and to the TEN-T core network.

 improvements of the railway infrastructure and ITS

 enhancement and capacity development of public transport 
services at the metropolitan level

 promotion of active mobility (walking and cycling) to provide 
capacities to other modes.

Key findings: urban policy focus
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Planning process:

 Not all urban nodes have went through a SUMP process

 There is little evidence of SUMP influencing the TEN-T measures.

Evaluation methods (application of assessment tool):

 Although evaluation is required (e.g. through CBA, MCA) it does not 
mirror the urban policy goals comprehensively

 Data on monetary benefits are very patchy

 To identify, select and prioritise measures in a multi-stakeholder 
process was particularly considered useful

 The assessment tool can either help to priorities measures, or to re-
evaluate an existing list of measures.

Key findings: integrated planning
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 The latest Helsinki Region Transport System Plan (HLJ) 
2015 process is combining Land Use, Housing and 
Transport planning

 Strong cooperation between 14 municipalities in the 
Helsinki region + agreement between the 
government and Helsinki region municipalities to 
support infrastructure investments and housing

 Cooperation principles: 
• More prioritizing in short term (2030) and

flexibility in long term (2050)

• Check points and synchronising

• Efficient usage of existing knowledge and focus on planning

• Continuous impact assessment guides the planning process

• Transparency, clarity and justification in interaction

Best practice: Helsinki
Region Transport System Plan   
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A clear strategy for exchange and knowledge transfer from one urban
node to the others is lacking.

 The potential for replication is limited due to the diversity of nodes.

 There are a good practices (integrated planning processes for 
multimodal transport, stakeholder integration, use of different 
funding sources e.g. in Helsinki, Frankfurt, Paris) but they are isolated 
and not part of a transfer strategy.

 Only recently, the urban nodes concept is being integrated in the 
dedicated annual TEN-T event (TEN-T Days).

 There is little indication of a coordination of urban 
policies/technology development in each core corridor.

Key findings: knowledge transfer
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 Initiate a systematic exchange on effective measure identification 
among urban node stakeholders.

 Update existing indicator and assessment frameworks to assess 
efficiency of urban notes adequately.

 Support deeper integration of TEN-T perspective into urban/ regional 
policy-making.

 Coordinate corridor-specific development of technology deployment 
(e.g. C-ITS, alternative fueling infrastructure) and policy implementation 
(e.g. pricing/ access, freight).

 Raise mutual awareness of TEN-T dimension among urban stakeholders 
and increase understanding of urban mobility framework and policy 
requirements within TEN-T community.

 Facilitate “Integration” as a key concept of further development of the 
urban dimension of the TEN-T.

Recommendations for TEN-T and urban policy
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8 December 2016, 10:00 – 11:30CET
Agenda:

Webinar: How to improve the efficiency of the 
transport system in urban nodes of the TEN-T 
core network

Time Presentation 

10:00 - 10:15 Welcome message and brief introduction from the moderator Bonnie Fenton
(Rupprecht Consult)

10:15 - 10:30 Piotr Rapacz (DG MOVE): The role of urban nodes in the TEN-T core network and the European 
transport policy

10:30 - 11:00 Jan Kiel (Panteia): How to select, assess and prioritise the most efficient transport measures or 
packages of measures related to the TEN-T core network

11:00 - 11:15 Susanne Böhler-Baedeker (Rupprecht Consult): Recommendations for further development of 
urban nodes

11:15 Questions & Answers session. Wrap-Up

Online course for urban nodes: https://www.mobility-academy.eu/
Registration link for webinar: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8291183367780861955

https://www.mobility-academy.eu/
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/8291183367780861955
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Thank you for your attention!

Dr.-Ing. Susanne Böhler-Baedeker 
Senior Consultant 
Rupprecht Consult
Cologne, Germany
www.rupprecht-consult.eu

Tel: +49 221 66 66 50 14 
E-mail: S.Boehler@rupprecht-consult.eu

http://www.rupprecht-consult.eu/
mailto:S.Boehler@rupprecht-consult.eu

